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Malarie Gokey / Digital TrendsLooking for cool new download app? The choice is massive, so we've been digging through Google Play, iTunes and other app stores to find the best, saving you time. Here are the apps we think you should check out this week. Slide is a neat little 3D camera app for iOS that breathes some life into your
photos. All you have to do is take pictures using the app, while smoothly moving the device with horizontal gestures. Once the photo has been taken, simply tap the theme of the photo and watch it turn into a video or GIF, adding depth to the image and it's really pop. The result is easy to share on Instagram, iMessage, Twitter, Facebook
and other social media channels. The app will cost you $1.99, and it's great for iPhone owners who can't use Apple's own Live Photos feature found only on iPhone 6S. iTunes It can be hard to keep track of all your photos, and Everalbum wants to help with that. The app provides secure unlimited cloud photo backups and pulls photos
stored on your phone and social media accounts. The free level saves them in high resolution, but you'll need a premium version of the app to save them at full resolution. Photos are categorized by event, or you can make your own albums, and you can invite others to share your own photos. A similar feature has just been added to
Google Photos. The premium version of Everalbum costs $9.99 a month, with the option to have your favorite photos printed out and shipped to your home. Everalbum works in many languages such as English, German, Italian and Arabic. The digital assistant for iTunes Windows, Cortana, officially came to Android and iOS. Built into
Windows Phone and Windows 10 desktops, Cortana manages and displays your meetings, tracks packages, gives you flight data, as well as weather, and more. You'll need a Microsoft account, and if you're already using a Windows 10 device, Cortana will now sync your data to your smartphone. In the Android version, you can say Hey
Cortana, to access the voice assistant from the Home screen and in the app. If you receive a missed call, Cortana will push it to your Windows 10 pc and you can respond via SMS to the caller without having to make a phone call. It's similar to the experience on iOS and Android with Siri and Google Now; But the more competition, the
better. iTunes Google Play If you're in a sleek, simple puzzle game to pass the time, loop will be right up your alley. The idea is to close the pattern to make a specific design on the screen, giving the impression that you are completing a circle. It's easy to play, but really satisfying, because the game doesn't tell you what form to make,
pushing you to play by touching pieces. It's relatively simple and addictive, and supposedly endless levels should keep you going for Time. iTunes Google Play If you're on your phone a lot, especially for work, you might want to watch HappyID. When when Get a call, the app shows exactly who you're talking to, showing contact notes and
other key information. This may include the company they work for, their title and so on. Granted, you'll need to fill out this information when you first add a contact to your phone, but it might be worth the effort. The app can display a notification when the call ends, reminding you to take some quick notes about the conversation. It syncs
with Evernote, which is handy, and has Android Wear support. Recommendations from Google Play editor ymgerman/ShutterstockBored with your apps and looking for something new? We've been digging through Google Play, iTunes and other app stores to find the best, saving you time. Here are the apps we think you should check out
this week. The sequel to the popular and award-winning action-adventure game is finally here, though only on iOS. Badland 2 more or less feels the same as its predecessor, indusorating players to float through the map, avoid obstacles and survive until you reach the end. However, what is different about the second iteration is that
instead of going just one right, you can now move both ways. It still only contains a single-player campaign, but there are global challenges, so you can finish against friends through the leaderboards. It's a little expensive, it costs you $5. ITunes The popular storytelling app has finally come to Android. Storehouse lets you upload photos,
videos, and text to create a personalized story about anything. The neat part is that you can embed your story on blogs or share it with your friends and family. You can also view other user stories. The features are pretty much identical to what you'll find on the iOS version, so there's no difference. Google Play iTunes Bumble is a dating
app brought to you by Whitney Wolfe, one of the co-founders of Tinder, and her primary focus is on women becoming initiators. It works quite similarly to Tinder in that it only connects people who have swiped directly on each other's profiles. What's different is that a woman has to start a conversation within 24 hours before a relationship
disappears, and for same-sex relationships, any person can start a conversation. Google Play iTunes Need a recommendation for a movie? Your friends know you best, so why don't you ask them? That's what Tronko is all about. It's a messaging app built around your friends that recommends and discusses movies with each other. You
can start group messaging topics or talk to one person. The app grabs its data with a TMDb API and lets you rate movies on a scale of 1 to 10. iTunes Google Play selfie takers will no longer have to rely on the front camera. Everyone knows that the rear camera offers better quality photography, and Elie is an app that allows you to point
the back camera and take selfies without having to do anything It recognizes your face and takes multiple pictures, but stores only the one you choose. It offers a variety of features, such as adding effects while taking pictures, not after. The app will cost you $3. Recommendations from iTunes editors The best free apps to run do exactly
what they say on the lim: they're free and help you run. No better, is it? With more people than ever working in lockdown - and the fact that several of the most popular and previously free apps now charge for some of their services, finding a free alternative is a great way to keep it on track. According to one report, not only are we running
more, we're also talking about running more - in March, 34 million people discussed sidewalk-pounding paste on social media and 207k sharing running statistics from workout apps - both figures that are more than January and February combined. The national lockdown forced us from gym to garden, to a large outdoor stay, trying to find
a way to stay active and fit - running seems to take accessibility and scalability into account. Thank you, run! But you know how to run, how can you actually go on? From motivational running plans to route tracking, navigation aids and mile-loggers, we've rounded up the top 8 free launch apps to help you hit your next PB - including one
that had a 92% jump in downloads in 2019. Wow, wowza. Commercial - Continue reading under 1 sofa to 5K Everyone from your dentist to your aunt as if they were flirting with the idea of doing Couch to 5k - a running plan that gets beginner runners and never runners who can run the full 5k. A, as the BBC writes, more than 858,000
downloaded the app (backed by the NHS) between March and June. That's a whopping 92% increase from the year before! This app has five different trainers to motivate you on your journey - as well as tell you when to run and when to walk - including comedians Sarah Millican, radio host Jo Whiley and Olympian Michael Johnson.
Woah. The program can be completed in a guided 9 weeks or longer if you wish, and this app helps you continue when stopping seems like the easiest option. There's a halftime bell for when you're halfway there, so you know how to turn around and complete a loop, before and after the rating system to monitor your motivation as well as
easily track the countdown timer so you always know how long it's left of each ride. IOS/ANDROID 2 Map My Run Map My Run, Under Armour's startup app, has countless features to make your running experience smoother than ever. It connects to multiple wearables - including Apple Health, Apple Watch, Garmin, Fitbit, Jawbone and
more - meaning you can only start with your fitness tracker, safe in the knowledge that your stats are still being recorded. The app also offers real-time audio coaching on GPS-tracked tracks, with changing voice for stats such as pace, distance, and altitude. IOS / ANDROID 3 Adidas Runtastic You may have Running shoes, but have you
ever tried their running app? Well, if you're not then lace up There are so many cool features you need to take advantage of from distance, time, speed, altitude and calorie tracking to audio feedback, targeted challenges and customizable goals. Oh, and they'll even go a step further, tracking how many miles you've run in running shoes
and letting you know when it's a good time to start thinking about investing in a new pair. They literally thought of everything. Cheers, Adidas. IOS/ ANDROID 4 Runkeeper Runkeeper by ASICS does a lot. It can track your tracks, set goals to run further and faster, listen to audio statistics that tell you your pace, distance and time, follow a
personalized plan that keeps you improving, and join virtual challenges in the app. The best part? The app syncs with wearables so you can leave your phone at home and only start with your Apple Watch and still keep track of your stats. IOS/ANDROID 5 Nike Run Club Nike Run Club describe this app as 'your perfect running partner',
and TBH, we have to agree with them. Track and store paths in their easy-to-navigate super-aesthetic app, make good use of GPS to be on the route, listen to audio coaching and set weekly, monthly or custom distance challenges, as well as custom training plans to make sure you keep breaking your goals. While the trophies and
badges you collect for new achievements can be virtual, they still mean the world to us. Get out there! IOS/ANDROID 6 Running Distance Tracker + Slated as the 'most accurate running app available' Running Distance Tracker+ tracks your pace, calories, heart rate and of course, distance. Take advantage of GPS to find new running
routes, take a peek at the time and speed being shared, as well as heart rate and effort zones, and listen to customizable voice feedback to know how you're going. There are paid in-app options, but the basics - and they're actually the only ones you need - are free. Which is all that matters. IOS/ ANDROID 7 Endomondo If you want to
sync with other apps, set breaking goals, accept challenges and hang out with your running colleagues, Endomondo could be the app for you. In addition to all the classics: running tracking, audio coaching, workout summaries, personal best notifications, you can also add fun extras like documenting a particularly good (or difficult) run with
a picture, scrolling through friends' workouts, and commenting to keep them going! There is a premium option, but everything we have listed above is completely, completely free. Winner. IOS/ANDROID 8 Run Coach Run Coach does what it says on the lim: It trains you through and between runs to be a better runner. Customize your
program as your fitness improves, adjust your schedule if you miss a run and need to recalibrate your program, access new paces and goals as your abilities increase, sync with your favorite wearable and make good use of practical trainers if you have any questions about diet or injury. IOS / ANDROID This content is created and
maintained third parties and imported to this page so that users can provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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